
 

ECON10004 Notes 
Weeks 1-2 
Overview of Economics 

● Economics considers how to allocate scarce resources across competing needs/wants.  
● Economics assumes that decision-makers are rational (they have well-defined objectives 

and make choices consistent with maximising some objective function). 
● Microeconomics involves making decisions on: 

1. what to produce (how to allocate resources to produce specific goods/services) 
2. how to produce (what is the best way to produce goods/services using available 

technology) 
3. for whom to produce (how to allocate produced resources to agents in the 

economy) 
 
The Production Possibilities Frontier 

● The production possibilities frontier represents 1) possible combinations of outputs and 
2) the tradeoffs between outputs, given: 

○ Available factors of production 
○ Available production technologies 

● E.g. 

○   
● An economy can produce any combination of outputs on or within  the production 

possibilities frontier, but there are insufficient resources to produce combinations of 
outputs that fall outside the frontier. 

● Levels of production are said to be efficient if they fall on  the production possibilities 
frontier. 

● The slope of the production possibilities frontier represents opportunity cost 



 

 
Opportunity Cost 

● Opportunity cost is the cost of an action that reflects the value of resources used in 
taking that action in their next best alternative use. 

 
Absolute and Comparative Advantage 

● Absolute advantage  is an agent’s ability to produce goods and services with a smaller 
quantity of inputs (e.g. less time) than trade partners. 

● Comparative advantage  is an agent’s ability to produce goods and services with a 
smaller opportunity cost than trade partners. 

○ If there are two goods/services to be produced, for each actor the opportunity 
cost to produce one is the inverse of the opportunity cost to produce the other. 

○ If there are two goods/services and two trade partners, if one trade partner has a 
comparative advantage for producing one of the goods/services, they must also 
have a comparative disadvantage at producing the other one. 

● Production of a specific good/service should be performed by individuals who have a 
comparative advantage at producing that good/service (i.e. the lowest opportunity cost), 
not necessarily the highest ability. Resource constraints (i.e. allocated time) must also be 
considered when allocating production tasks. 

 
Trade 

● Trade can benefit all individuals in an economy because it allows every individual to 
specialise in activities for which they have a comparative advantage. 

● In a trade between two parties, both parties benefit only when the price lies between the 
two opportunity costs (i.e. the opportunity cost for each party to produce each of the 
goods being traded). 

 
Efficiency 

● Technical efficiency is where the combination of outputs lies on the production 
possibilities frontier. 

● Allocative efficiency is where production represents consumer preferences 
● Economic efficiency is when both technical efficiency and allocative efficiency are 

satisfied 
 
Sunk Costs 

● Sunk costs reflect the value of resources that were used before  deciding which action to 
take 

● Sunk costs should not be considered opportunity costs (i.e. they should not matter in 
decision making) 

 
Benefits & Costs 

● Marginal Benefit 



 

○ Marginal benefit (MB) is the increment in total benefits by taking an action or by 
increasing the level of activity by one unit. 

○ , where  is a unit of activityB TB/dxM = d x  
● Marginal Cost 

○ Marginal cost (MC) is the increment in total costs by taking an action or by 
increasing the level of activity by one unit 

○ , where  is a measure of units of activityC TC/dxM = d x  
● Net Benefit 

○ et Benef it (NB) Total Benef its (TB) Total Costs (TC)N =  −   
○ Actions should be taken or activity should be increased if MB >= MC 
○ Net benefit is maximised choosing a value of  such that:x  

■ NB/dx TB/dx TC/dxd = d − d = 0  
■ NB/dx B Cd = M − M = 0  
■ Therefore, net benefit is maximised when B CM = M  

 
Supply & Demand 

● Trade 
○ Trade occurs when  for both the buyer and sellerB CM ≥ M  

■ for the buyer is their valuation of the good/serviceBM  
■  for the buyer =  for the seller = price of the good/serviceCM BM  
■  for the seller = opportunity cost of providing the good/serviceCM  

● Perfectly competitive markets 
○ Perfectly competitive markets have many buyers and sellers trading identical 

goods 
○ No individual agent has ‘market power’ (i.e. is able to influence prices). 

Therefore, every agent is a ‘price-taker’. 
● Demand 

○ The demand curve maps out the number of units that buyers would be willing to 
purchase in a market given a certain price. 

○ As price increases,  for fewer buyers, so buyers will want to purchaseB CM ≥ M  
fewer/no units. 

○ The demand curve can be shifted by: 
■ Income (particular to individual buyers) 
■ Price/quality of alternative goods (common to all buyers) 
■ Tastes 
■ Expectations 
■ Number of buyers 

○ Law of demand: price and quantity demanded are inversely related, other things 
being equal 

○ Goods can be classified as normal  or inferior. 
■ For normal goods, demand and income are positively associated 
■ For inferior goods, demand and income are negatively associated 



 

○ For substitutes, the price of one good is positively related to the demand of the 
other good. 

○ For complements, the price of one good is inversely related to the demand for the 
other good. 

● Supply 
○ Supply is the sum of the supplies of all sellers 
○ As price increases,  for more sellers, so more sellers will produce theB CM ≥ M  

good, and existing sellers will want to produce more units. 
○ Law of supply: price and quantity supplied are positively related, other things 

being equal. 
○ Factors that may shift the supply curve: 

■ Input prices (common across firms) 
■ Technology (different across firms) 
■ Expectations 
■ Number of sellers 

○ Market Equilibrium 
■ Market equilibrium is where demand and supply have been brought into 

balance 
■ Equilibrium: produces an allocation with and(P ) (P )QS = QD Q = Q  *  

.P = P *  
● Types of Consumers 

○ Infra-marginal consumers:  (where )B(Q)M > P Q < Q*  
○ Marginal consumers: B(Q )M * = P *  

● Excess Supply/Demand 
○ The law of supply and demand states that the price of any good adjusts to bring 

quantity supplied and quantity demanded into equilibrium. 
○ Whenever there is excess supply or demand, the short side of the market 

dictates the quantity traded. 
● Excess Supply 

○ If then there is excess supply since the quantity of goods thatP = P > P *  
suppliers are willing to produce at that price exceeds the quantity of goods that 
consumers are willing to purchase at that price (i.e. )(P ) (P )QD < Q* < QS  

○ At , the quantity traded is  since no more buyers are willing to buy atP (P )QD  
that (high) price. 

○ Therefore, some sellers are rationed out of the market since there is no more 
demand for the good at price . However, sellers will be willing to reduce pricesP  
to  in order to sell their products.P
︿

< P  
○ At , more buyers are willing to trade, but all existing buyers will also want toP

︿
 

purchase at . Therefore, the market price will be driven down to . This willP
︿

P
︿

 
continue until  where there are no more gains from trade.P = P *  

● Excess Demand 



 

○ If then there is excess demand since the quantity of goods thatP = P < P *  
buyers are willing to purchase exceeds the quantity of goods that suppliers are 
willing to produce at that price (i.e. )(P ) (P )QD > Q* > QS  

○ At , the quantity traded is since no more sellers are willing to sell at thatP (P )QS  
(low) price. 

○ Therefore, some buyers are rationed out of the market since there isn’t enough 
supply at price . However, buyers will be willing to make higher offers, at priceP  

 in order to obtain the good.P
︿

> P  
○ At , more sellers are willing to trade, but all existing sellers want to sell at .P

︿
P
︿

 
Therefore, buyers will raise price offers until .P = P  

● Comparative Statics 
○ Overview 

■ Comparative statics is the comparison of equilibria in the same market. 
■ Shifts in the supply and demand curves can can produce exogenous 

shocks/perturbations, which cause the equilibrium  to change.Q , }{ * P *  
○ Demand Shocks 

■ An increase in demand means that, at every price, quantity demanded 
increases. Because this occurs at every price, the number of people 
willing to pay higher prices increases. 

■ When this occurs, there is excess demand at the old equilibrium price P *  
■ Competition among buyers will push prices up to a new equilibrium P **  
■ The converse is true when there is a decrease in demand 

○ Supply Shocks 
■ An increase in supply means that, at every price, the quantity of goods 

that suppliers can produce at that price increases. Because this occurs at 
every price, the number of suppliers willing to sell for a lower price 
increases. 

■ Competition among sellers pushes prices down to a new equilibrium P **  
■ The converse it true when there is a decrease in supply.  

  


